Required Harassment Prevention Training FAQs
By Bianca N. Saad, J.D.;
CalChamber Employment Law Subject Matter Expert

Y

ou’ve all heard the news about California making that substantial change
to mandatory sexual harassment prevention training — now, thanks to SB
1343, employers with ﬁve or more employees must provide this training to all
supervisors and employees by January 1, 2020.
And in addition to supervisors receiving two hours of sexual harassment prevention
training, nonsupervisory employees must receive one hour of sexual harassment
prevention training. Plus, training must take place within six months of hire or promotion
and every two years thereafter, and beginning January 1, 2020, seasonal and
temporary employees must be trained within 30 calendar days after their hire date or
within 100 hours worked, whichever occurs ﬁrst.
We know it’s a lot, and though we previously covered what you need to know, we
learned something during January 2019: After holding our nine 2019 Employment Law
Updates up and down the state, our roughly 1,000 attendees showed us that many
unanswered questions about complying with the new training requirements remain.

All employees must be trained in 2019 regardless of whether they received
training in 2018.
Below are the most frequently asked questions we received on the road — so let’s get
to answering!

If we trained employees in 2018, do we need to train them again
in 2019?
As of now, yes. California’s Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH)
takes the position that all employees must be trained in 2019 regardless of whether
they received training in 2018. As absurd and unfair as having to retrain in 2019
seems, the DFEH is the enforcement agency, so employers must heed its call.
Relief may be on the way, however. CalChamber is currently involved in discussions
with the Legislature to exempt those who took California harassment prevention
training in 2018 from retraining in 2019. Therefore, those who trained in 2018 may want
to hit the pause button for the moment and see whether any “legislative ﬁx” transpires.
CalChamber will keep you updated on any new developments, but in the meantime, you
must still train all employees and supervisors who were trained in or prior to 2018, or
never trained at all.
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Who is considered a “qualiﬁed trainer”? Can HR perform the required
training?
The regulations from prior law (AB 1825’s supervisory training requirements) and the DFEH’s Sexual
Harassment FAQs identify three types of qualiﬁed trainers:
1. Attorneys who have been members of the bar of any state for at least two years and whose
practice includes employment law under California’s Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) or
Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964.
2. Human resource professionals or harassment prevention consultants with at least two years
of practical experience in:
• Designing or conducting training on discrimination, retaliation and sexual harassment
prevention;
• Responding to sexual harassment or other discrimination complaints;
• Investigating sexual harassment complaints; or
• Advising employers or employees about discrimination, retaliation and sexual harassment
prevention.

Employers must pay their employees for the time spent training.
3. Law school, college or university instructors with a post-graduate degree or California
teaching credential and either 20 hours of instruction about employment law under the FEHA or
Title VII.
While the Fair Employment and Housing Council has made some pending revisions that address
who a “trainer” may be, it’s unclear when those regulations will be formally approved and made
effective by the Ofﬁce of Administrative Law, or whether they will be changed any further.

Do I need to pay my employees for the time spent training?
Yes, employers must pay their employees for the time spent training. The cost of the training itself
also falls on employers, not the employees.

What if a current employee already received training from a prior
employer?
A supervisor who’s received compliant training within the prior two years either from a current,
previous, or alternate or joint employer must only be given — and be required to read and
acknowledge receipt of — the employer’s anti-harassment policy within six months of assuming
the supervisory position or within six months of the employer’s eligibility, according to regulations
from prior law.
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The supervisor should then be put on a two-year tracking schedule based on the supervisor’s
last training. And remember that if that employee trained in 2018, based on the DFEH’s current
interpretation, you may need to retrain this year.
It’s important to note that as of right now, existing regulations only address supervisory training;
it remains to be seen if new regulations will be implemented to address duplicate training of
nonsupervisory employees.
Keep in mind that the burden of establishing that prior training was legally compliant remains with
you as the current employer. And if there’s any doubt as to whether training from a previous employer
meets requirements, a best practice is to provide training to that employee yourself so you’re sure
that requirements are met.

Do I have to train employees who work remotely in other states?
When you count your number of employees to determine whether the training requirements apply
to you, employees located anywhere, as well as independent contractors, must be included.
However, whether you must train supervisors/employees who work remotely out of state will depend
on whether they supervise or otherwise interact with employees located in California. For those
remote supervisors located out of state who do supervise any of your California employees (or
remote employees interacting with California employees), you’ll want to make sure those supervisors/
employees take a compliant harassment prevention training course. Of course, it’s always a best
practice to train all of your employees everywhere, regardless of whether they fall under California’s
speciﬁc mandate.

Do temporary or seasonal employees have to be trained?
Beginning January 1, 2020, seasonal and temporary employees, or any employee hired to work for
less than six months, must be trained within 30 calendar days after their hire date or within 100 hours
worked, whichever occurs ﬁrst.

When counting your number of employees to determine whether you’re
subject to the training requirements, temporary employees are counted.
If I hire a temporary employee from a staffing agency, do I need to provide
the training to that individual or is it the staffing agency’s responsibility?
If you utilize temporary or seasonal employees from a stafﬁng agency, it is the stafﬁng agency’s
responsibility — not yours as the client — to provide the harassment prevention training.
Keep in mind, however, that with joint-employer liability issues potentially at play, it’s always a best
practice to make sure the stafﬁng agency you choose to work with is aware of the new training
requirements and has explicitly agreed to provide such training to any employees provided to you
for employment. For example, a client could require the stafﬁng agency to certify that they train all of
their employees before the temporary assignment begins.
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Also keep in mind that when counting your number of employees to determine whether you’re
subject to the training requirements, temporary employees are counted, even if provided by a
stafﬁng agency.

Do I need to provide training to independent contractors?
Even though independent contractors are counted toward the number of employees that would
subject an employer to the new training requirements, you aren’t required to provide harassment
prevention training to them, as the language of the statute speciﬁcally refers to “supervisory
employees” and “nonsupervisory employees” (Gov. Code sec. 12950.1(a)). This, however,
assumes that your independent contractors are properly classiﬁed.

What are the various types of training that comply with the requirements?
Harassment prevention training falls into three categories: in-person, e-learning and webinars.
• In-Person Training is a more traditional, classroom-like training featuring content created by
a trainer. Existing regulations speciﬁcally deﬁne the credentials that a qualiﬁed trainer must
possess.

Total length of training is two hours for supervisory employees and one
hour for nonsupervisory employees.
• E-Learning involves online training that features individualized, interactive and computerbased training created by a trainer and an instructional designer. Trainees must have the
opportunity to ask a trainer questions and receive a response within two business days after
asking the questions.
• Webinars are Internet-based seminars featuring content created and taught by a trainer,
and transmitted over the Internet or an intranet in real time. Employers must document that
each trainee who is not physically present in the same room as the trainer actually attended
the training. They also must document that the trainee actively participated in the interactive
content, discussion questions, hypothetical scenarios, quizzes or tests, and activities. Lastly,
webinars must provide trainees with the opportunity to ask questions and receive answers to
those questions or otherwise seek guidance and assistance.

How long must the training be, and does it need to be taken all at once?
The total length of training is two hours for supervisory employees and one hour for
nonsupervisory employees. The training can be broken up into shorter segments, so long as
each supervisor/employee completes the minimum training requirements over the course of their
training year.
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What kind of training-related documentation do we need to keep?
Existing regulations state what training documentation must be retained, some of which varies
depending on the type of training that you choose to use. At a minimum, all types of training must
include the following training documentation to be compliant:
• The name of the person trained;
• The date of the training;
• The type of training (live/classroom, e-learning, webinar or other interactive training);
• The name of the training provider;
• The sign-in sheet;
• A copy of all certiﬁcates of attendance or completion issued; and
• A copy of all written or recorded materials that comprise the training.
Employers must keep a copy of all the above information for a minimum of two years.

CalChamber’s online Harassment Prevention Training courses meet the
mandatory training requirements and help simplify training for employers.
Additional information must be retained for the following training methods:
• E-Learning: A trainer must maintain all written questions received and all written responses
or guidance provided for two years after the date of the responses. Employers are advised to
conﬁrm with their training provider that this information is being properly maintained.
• Webinar: For two years after the date of the webinar, the employer must maintain:
»

A copy of the webinar;

»

A copy of all written materials used by the trainer; and

»

All written questions submitted during the webinar and all responses or guidance the trainer
provided during the webinar.

What about CalChamber’s Sexual Harassment Prevention Training?
We have also received a lot of questions about CalChamber’s Sexual Harassment Prevention Training
and whether it complies with the new law. The short answer is YES!
Here are some additional details about what CalChamber’s Harassment Prevention Training has
to offer:
• CalChamber’s online California Harassment Prevention Training courses for both supervisors
and employees meet the mandatory training requirements and help simplify training for
employers.
• CalChamber’s convenient self-paced courses let trainees start and stop anytime so they can
train when it best ﬁts their schedules.
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• CalChamber’s online training courses provide an interactive learning experience through use of
scenarios, quizzes and more.
• CalChamber’s training lets trainees take the courses in English and Spanish.
• CalChamber’s “Ask the Expert” feature allows trainees to email questions directly to
CalChamber’s training experts.
• CalChamber’s training complies with recordkeeping requirements to maintain training
documentation.
• CalChamber’s training includes a wide range of administrative functions and features that make it
easy to track each trainee’s progress and completion.
• CalChamber’s training includes a harassment, discrimination and retaliation prevention policy
that employers are required to distribute to employees.
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CalChamber Can Help ...

Did you ﬁnd this helpful? For more information on California employment laws and HR compliance, sign up for a free
trial of HRCalifornia. Your 15-day trial includes access to the website’s HR Library, compliance tools and select forms
and checklists.

Mandatory Harassment
Prevention Training
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Checklist for Developing a
Harassment Prevention Policy
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To learn more about CalChamber
resources, please call our Customer
Service Representatives at
(800) 331-8877, Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. PT,
and Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. PT.
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